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FEELS LIKE HOME

With streamlined finishes and a flexible
floor plan, this Melbourne family’s
light-filled townhouse is a keeper.
S T O RY & S T Y L I N G A L A NA L A NGA N / P H O T O G R A P H Y AN N ET T E O ’ BR IEN

DINING/LIVING / High ceilings, built-in joinery and lots
of natural light make this townhouse feel more spacious.
Muuto Under the Bell pendant light, Surrounding.
Windows, MCG Windows & Doors (throughout). Sofa,
Meizai. Armchair, Barnaby Lane. Artworks by (from left)
David Bromley, Jai Vasicek and Louise Numina. Stool, HK
Living. European-oak flooring in Black Wash, Wild River
Timber (throughout). FO R W H ERE TO BU Y, SEE PAGE 18 8 .
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This is the life
‘T he full-length windows let
in so much light. Combined
with the 3m-high ceilings,
the sense of space is just
amazing.’ Michelle Hart

DINING / A Sleigh dining table from Mark
Tuckey is teamed with Thonet bentwood
chairs for a contemporary yet timeless setting.
Mirror, Middle of Nowhere. Sideboard
custom-made by David. Bowl (on table),
House of Orange. Nora by Leila Jeffreys.
KITCHEN / opposite and below Verdant
views soften the effect of all-white cabinetry.
Joinery by Allcraft Kitchen Design
(throughout). Caesarstone benchtop in Frosty
Carrina. Polyurethane cabinets in Dulux
White Duck, quarter strength. Overhead
cabinets and island bench facing in pippy-oak
veneer. Stove, Ilve. By Lassen Kubus bowls,
Norsu Interiors.
Smart buy: Armando Vicario pull-out kitchen
mixer, $785, E&S Trading. FO R W H ERE TO
BU Y, SEE PAGE 18 8 .

M

ichelle Hart, an interior stylist, and her husband David,
a builder, weren’t intending to build their dream home
when they began work on a dual-occupancy development
in bayside Melbourne. “The original plan was to build
one townhouse for our client and sell the other,” says Michelle. “At the
last minute, we realised we couldn’t bear to part with the one we were
going to sell – the design was just too good.” And so in May last year,
the couple and their children Serena, 15, and Dominic, 13, moved in.
And it instantly felt like home.
The project began like any other development. “The previous owner
sold us the block as well as the plans, which had already been approved,”
says Michelle. Designed by architect Vladimir Chernov, the two-storey
home, which mirrors its neighbour, features a free-flowing, spaceefficient layout that is ideal for family living.
The front door opens to a gallery-like hallway that runs the length
of the ground floor. Following this hall past a study, bathroom and
laundry leads to a luminous open-plan kitchen/dining/living area,
and it is here this home really comes alive. “The full-length windows
let in so much natural light,” says Michelle. “Combined with the 3m-high
ceilings, the sense of space is just amazing.”
On the first floor is a teen retreat, a family bathroom, Serena and
Dominic’s bedrooms and the main bedroom suite. With space at a
premium, David and Michelle opted to omit a bath in the family >
92 /
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The efficient, free-flowing floor plan easily caters
to the needs of this busy family of four. “There are
separate living areas if Serena and Dominic need
their own space or want to entertain their friends,
but usually we tend to hang out together,” says
Michelle. They also incorporated an office nook into
the kitchen. “We wanted a place where my laptop
could live, the mail could be dumped and stationery
stored in easy reach.”

H&G h o u s e s

Year-round comfort

An abundance of light helps this home feel
naturally snug. But with the changeable Melbourne
climate, the Harts wanted additional airconditioning
too. “The original plans didn’t allow for a ducted
system, so we reduced the height of the ceiling
above the kitchen to accommodate it,” says
Michelle. “We’re really glad we did – the kitchen is
cosier with the lower ceiling and it helps define the
area within the open-plan space.”

OFFICE NOOK / This little nook helps the
couple keep on top of household admin. Stool,
Middle of Nowhere. Mark Tuckey clock,
Cotton On. Ply storage boxes, Ikea. Artwork
by Fee Harding.
LIVING / A David Bromley Boy and Boats
quilt has been framed as an artwork. Framing
by Forman Picture Framing. Camerich sofa,
Meizai. Throw, Tait. Stool/side table, Mark
Tuckey. Rug, Armadillo&Co. Floor lamp,
Adairs. Small artworks by Jai Vasicek.
Smart buy: David Bromley quilt, $900-$1200,
Bromley&Co.
BACKYARD / Pot plants and a vertical garden
are great for creating layers of greenery in
compact spaces. Green wall from Paps Vertical
Gardens. Hanging chair, HK Living.
KITCHEN / “I fell in love with the Fish Scale
tiles as soon as I saw them,” says Michelle,
pictured. Stools, Middle of Nowhere. Pendant
lights, Mud Australia.
Designer buy: Handmade Fish Scale tiles,
$693/m2, Academy Tiles. FO R W H ERE TO BU Y,
SEE PAGE 18 8 .			
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THE PALETTE

THE LAYOUT

‘I wanted a monochrome
palette, with timber
for warmth, pattern for
interest and greenery
for softness.’ Michelle
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Dulux
Natural White
interior, throughout

GROU N D FLOO R

SERENA’S ROOM / The monochrome and
timber scheme is pepped up with dusty pink
in Serena’s room. Wallpaper, Emily Ziz Style
Studio. Bedhead, The Family Love Tree.
Bedlinen, Cultiver. Stool, Clickon Furniture.
Vase (on stool), Vanessa Bean. Lamp, Freedom.
Wall shelf and hook, H&G Designs.
ENSUITE / A ceiling-height window floods
the ensuite with natural light. Hexagonal
and rectangular wall tiles, The Tile People.
Custom-made vanity with pippy-oak veneer
drawer fronts. Caesarstone benchtop in
Oyster. Kohler Chalice basins and Brodware
Citistik taps, E&S Trading. Hanging planter,
Designstuff. Artwork by Kara Rosenlund.
MAIN BEDROOM / A walk-in wardrobe is
tucked behind the bedhead wall. Rupert
bedhead in Dove washed linen, Heatherly
Design Bedheads. Akari light sculpture, Made
In Japan. Artwork by Carla Fletcher. Curtains,
DecorLux Blinds. Carramar wool carpet in
Canyon Mist, Hycraft Carpets.
Smart buy: Black linen throw, $220, Lumiere
Art+Co. FO R W H ERE TO BU Y, SEE PAGE 18 8 .
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Living

Porter’s Paints
Grigio
dining room
sideboard

Try this accent

Haymes Paint
Ashley

Paint colours are reproduced as accurately as printing processes allow.

Bask Interiors, Bentleigh East, Victoria; 0402 757 282 or www.
baskinteriors.com.au. Hart Builders, Bentleigh, Victoria; 0411 154 503
or hartbuilders.com.au. Vladimir Chernov Architect, Beaumaris,
Victoria; (03) 9589 4122.

Outdoor room
Kitchen

< bathroom in order to accommodate a more generous vanity.

“Teenagers seem to collect a ridiculous amount of beauty and hair
products, so a large vanity was essential!” says Michelle.
Being a development project, Michelle had total freedom with the
interiors and she was clear about the direction she wanted to go in. “A
largely monochrome palette, with plenty of timber for warmth, pattern
for interest and loads of greenery for softness,” she says.
That greenery comes in the form of pot plants dotted throughout the
home, as well as a lushly planted courtyard glimpsed through the ample
windows. “We wanted to make the backyard into an oasis,” says Michelle.
“We planted lilly pillies along the rear fence and clumping bamboo
down the side of the house. We also created a vertical garden of potted
herbs with fruit trees at the base. It’s a practical way to soften the view.”
Michelle and David often reflect on the fortuitous journey that brought
them to this home. “It was the layout and sense of space that made us
think twice,” says Michelle. “Once the building was up and I could really
feel it, I realised this could be a wonderful family home. And it is.”#
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